wov(x) = x a.e. x£D
and Vw(y) = (Vt;)-1^) ) a.e. x G D,
where (Vv)"" 1 (u;(y)) is the inverse matrix of Vv(w(y)). Moreover, if we assume that \2$fi$-\'detVv G I 1 (ft) for some 1 < s < +oo then as in [Sv] , we prove that w G W h8 (v{D),D). The result in this paper is in the same spirit as the work in [Ba] (1981), [CN] (1987), [Sv] (1988) and [TQ] (1988) . As far as we know, the existence and the regularity of the local inverse function w is not an immediate consequence of these earlier results where assumptions are placed either on the trace v|an or on |t>(ft)|. By an elementary lemma (Lemma 3.5) and the invertibility result found in [TQ] , one can obtain the existence of the local inverse function ic; and then deduce its regularity. Due to his relaxed assumption q > N -1 (here we have q > N), Q. Tang used an elaborated method to obtain the existence of an inverse w G W}£ under the condition introduced by [CN] , f Q detVv(x)dx < \v{Q)\.
One can then deduce easily that if detVv(x)
The proof that we present here concerning the local invertibility of v is independent of the work by [Ba] , [CN] , [Sv] , [TQ] , and the method employed relies on basic properties of the degree theory.
In the sequel of this paper, we fix a bounded, open set ft C R^ and we consider a function v € W hq (Q) N . We denote by Vv the gradient of v i.e. the N x N matrix of the partial derivatives of v and by adjVv the adjugate l of Vv.
As an application of the local invertibility property, we study the weak lower semicontinuity of functional E of the form E(u,v) = defined on the set 
Preliminaries.
In the sequel we will use the following notations. Proof. This lemma is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.5, p 294, Proposition 3.3, p 292 in [GR] and Theorem 4.4 p 339 in [Re] (see also [Man] ). It can also be shown that, under the above hypotheses, v is a monotonic mapping (see the definition of monotonic mapping below).
Definition 2.2 flGR])
Let SI be a bounded, connected, open set in R N and v € We say that v Is monotonic at the point x € ft if there is a number 0 < r(x) < d{x,dQ)such that for almost every r € (0,r(x)) the pre-image of the intersection of the set v (B(x,r) ) with the unbounded connected component ofR N \v(dB(x,r) ) is ofmeasvre 0 in J9(x,r). We say that v is a monotonic mapping in fl ifv is monotonic at every point We make some remarks on the Brouwer degree theory. For details we refer the reader to [GR] , p. 296-297). b) Also, if v € W li9 {Ct) N with q > N then v satisfies the N-property (For details we refer the reader to [MM] ).
Proof of Lemma 2.4. We refer the reader to [GR] , Theorem 1.8, p. 280, Theorem 2.6, p. 288 or also to [Sv] for the proof of (11) and (12) in the case where D is a domain. First we prove that (12) is still valid even if D is not connected and (13) is a by-product of this fact. To achieve this, let us remark that by Vitali's covering theorem there are {Di} a countable family of open balls mutually disjoint and a set N of measure zero such that (U« A) n AT = 0 and 
Let K = D\B. As K is a compact set and Proof. We refer the reader to [GR] Theorem 5.4, p. 175, to [Re] and to [MZ] .
3 Local invertibility in W 1 ' 9 .
We first state the main result of this section (Theorem 3.1) and some of its corollaries. We make some remarks and state some lemmas needeed for the proofs of Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3, which will appear at the end of this section. defined. By (8) we obtain that d(i/(-,t),i?(xo,r),t;(xo)) is independent of i, hence, taking t = 0, t = 1 we obtain
and (17) is proved. I Remark 3.6 The relation between complete differentiability and topological degree was first observed by Reshetnyak ( [Re] ). Proof. By lemmas 2.2 and 2.7, t; is continuous and monotonic on ft and is completely differentiable at almost every point x G ft. Fix x 0 G ft such that t; is completely differentiable at xo and detVv(xo) > 0.
Proof of (19). By lemma 3.5 there is Ro > 0 such that B{x 0 , RQ) CC ft and d (v, B(z o <R) , y 0 ) 1 for every 0 < R < RQ and (19) follows from (6).
Proof of (18). Using the fact that detVv(x) > 0 a.e. x G ft, (11), (12) and (19) v(x) . By (6) we have
and using the continuity of v at x, we deduce that for every c > 0 there is 6 > 0 such that B{x,6) . by (21) and (22) 
Using the definition of D, the fact that D C B(x Oy Ro), (26) and (28), we obtain I>,y) = l a.e. yEv{D). 
We claim that
Claiml d(v,Bi,v(x)) = signdetVv(x) for every x € B t \ v~l{v(dBi U A,-)).
Fix x e Bi\v' l (v(dBiU A { )). stepl We prove that <f(v,B(x,ro),t;(x)) = signdetVv(x) for ro small enough. Using the fact that v is completely differentiable and detVv(x) ^ 0, by Lemma 3.5 we deduce that there is r 0 > 0 such that for every 0 < r < r 0 we have step2 We show that <f(v,B,-,t;(x)) = signdetVv(x). Indeed, setting K = J5 t \ J5(x,r 0 ), A' is a compact set included in «B t -and by (42) 
I 4 Semicontinuity involving variation of the domain.
The variational treatment of crystals with defects leads to the study of functionals of the type where ft C R N is a reference domain, W is the strain energy density, u is the elastic deformation and v represents the slip (rearrangement) or plastic deformation with det(Vv(x)) = 1 a.e. x 6 ft. The underlying kinematical mode for slightly defective crystals was introduced by Davini [Dav] and later developed by Davini and Parry [DP] . As it turns out, matrices of the form Vu(x)(Vv{x))-1 represent lattice matrices of defect-preserving deformations (neutral deformations) and taking the viewpoint that equlibria correspond to a variational principle, Fonseca &; Parry [FP] studied the structure of some kind of generalized minimizers (Young measure solutions) for the energy JE(-, •) ( related variational problems were also investigated in [DP] ).
Using the Div-Curl Lemma it follows that if u n -* u in W l >°° w* and v n -v in W l >°° w* then 1 -1 in L°° w * .
Lower semicontinuity and relaxation properties of £(•,•) were adressed only under additional material symmetry assumptions on W. Existence and regularity properties for minimizers of !£(•,•) were obtained in [DF] . Following this work, we stress the fact that the direct methods of the calculus of variations fail to apply to this problem, as sequential weak lower semicontinuity of £(•,•) is not sufficient to guarantee the existence of minimizers. Indeed with W(F) = \\F\\ T^ it is shown in [DF] that there are no minimizers in {(u,v) € W l >°° x W^°°\ u{x) = x on dft, det(Vv(x)) = 1 a.e.} if 0 < r < N = 2, while for r > N existence is obtained for smooth (u,v) ( Theorem 2.3 [DF] ).
It is clear that if {(tx n , v n )} is a minimizing sequence and if, ||Vu n (Vt; n )"
and so if some type of lower semicontinuity prevails, then and HVu e || p = O(^), HVv.lU = 0(^r).
The following two lemmas will be useful to prove Theorem 4.1. 
a.e. ye%,r 0 ), (49) = l a.e. y€B(y o ,r o ), We divide the rest of the proof of Theorem 4.1 into two cases.
First case We assume that 1 = r = -+ ^^ and there is a constant C such that 0 < W(F) < C{\ + \F\) for every F e M^x N . Since W > 0 and are mutually disjoint for every n € N, we have by [FM] / (^JC)^)) J2J
Letting l y go to zero, ik go to infinity and then e go to zero we have E(u y v) < liminf E(u n ,v n ).
n-*+oo Second case We assume that 1 < r = i 4-^^ and there are some constants C\, C 2 > 0,1 < 5 < r such that -d(l + |F|') < W(F) < C 2 (l + |F| r ) for every F 6 M NxV . The proof follows as in the first case, where on step (52) we use the lower semicontinuity results of [Da] instead of [FM] . Since {Vu n (x)(Vv n )-1 (x))} is weakly relatively compact Letting TJ go to zero, k go to infinity and then t go to zero we conclude that E(u,v) < liminf E(u n ,v n ).
I

